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ABSTRACT
Advances in video technologies have made it possible for just about anyone to
create deepfakes that are difficult to detect and that are typically used maliciously or to
spread false information. To address such issues, techniques are presented herein that
leverage non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in an innovative and automated fashion as a way to
authoritatively designate a video or other piece of digital technology as an "original," and
to digitally authenticate videoconference recordings that employ different video
conferencing services. Aspects of the presented techniques support an NFT Broker Service
that provides a customizable framework that can be configured to handle interactions
between any meeting platform and any blockchain of choice and can support any type of
meeting or event (e.g., physical, virtual, or hybrid).
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Advancements in various technologies, such as machine learning and artificial
intelligence, have made it possible for just about anyone to create deepfakes. A deepfake
is an image, video, or sound recording that has been digitally altered, in a way that appears
convincingly real, to replace someone’s face or voice with someone else’s face or voice,
thus misrepresenting someone as doing or saying something that was not actually done or
said. Deepfakes are difficult to detect and are typically used maliciously or to spread false
information. With the proliferation of deepfakes, it has become increasingly difficult for
people to validate videos or recordings as genuine, and the need to digitally authenticate
content as the original has become critical.
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To address such issues, techniques are presented herein that leverage non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) in an innovative and automated fashion as a way to authoritatively designate
a video or other piece of digital technology as the original and to digitally authenticate
certain important videoconference recordings (such as a G20 (or Group of Twenty) summit
meeting or the Mars Perseverance landing) that employ different video conferencing
services. The presented techniques represent a novel step in the battle against deepfake
videos, while also providing an additional layer of security and authenticity for
collaboration events.
NFTs are a technology that provides a way to validate the originality and
authenticity of digital media. As video conferencing services continue to become more
ubiquitous in their usage for important meetings and conferences, it is critical that such
media can be authenticated to prevent deepfakes. From board meetings to shareholder
meetings to government conferences in the United States and at the United Nations,
opportunities for deepfake videos continue to increase. Leveraging NFTs for video
conferencing, according to aspects of the techniques presented herein, solves such
problems in an efficient and scalable manner.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein are discussed with reference to video
conferencing services. Such services have become a way of life within companies and
form the foundation of a virtual meeting experience with everyone across a company. For
certain video conferencing meetings, optionally adding an NFT to the recording to better
prevent deepfakes and provide another layer of security or authenticity makes sense.
Perhaps such a meeting is an investor meeting, a board meeting, an all-hands meeting, or
any sort of meeting involving executives where a deep fake of that meeting could cause
serious harm to a company.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein support a unique NFT Broker Service.
Such a broker service may interface with a virtual meeting platform and allow for the
secure transaction of adding an NFT to a meeting recording. Figure 1, below, provides a
high-level overview within an exemplary video conferencing environment.
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Figure 1: Exemplary Video Conferencing Service Environment
Figure 1, above, identifies, among other things, a series of four steps. In Step 1, a
video conferencing service sends a recording file to the NFT Broker Service. Any number
of recording formats may be sent but the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO)/International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG)-4 Part 14 (MP4) format is common for video conferencing services. Metadata
may be easily embedded within an MP4 file. MP4 files may contain Extensible Metadata
Platform (XMP) metadata in addition to metadata that is defined by the MP4 standard.
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, metadata that is related to the NFT
creation may be embedded in an MP4 file. Such metadata may specify parameters, such
as the preferred blockchain or NFT vendor, transferability or usage restrictions for the NFT
file, and so on.
In Step 2, the NFT Broker Service receives the recording file and reads the
embedded metadata. It then parses the metadata to ensure that an NFT is minted on the
correct NFT vendor with the proper attributes conveyed. Such attributes may consist of
the original MP4 file metadata or the metadata may be extracted and passed in a different
manner or channel.
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After the NFT Broker Service has processed the metadata, it may then use the
developed information to decide on a blockchain vendor. It may then connect to that
vendor (as shown in Step 3 in Figure 1, above) and pass the necessary metadata. Again,
the metadata may contain information such as transferability, usage restrictions,
permissions, etc. for the NFT smart contract.
When the blockchain vendor has finished creating the NFT, the NFT information
may be passed back to the NFT Broker Service. The NFT Broker Service can then confirm
that the NFT was created correctly before adding the NFT information back into the video
conferencing service recording metadata and returning it to the service (as shown in Step
4 in Figure 1, above).
While Figure 1, above, focused on a video conferencing service it is important to
note that aspects of the techniques presented herein may be employed by any collaboration
conferencing vendor as shown in the Figure 2, below. Such flexibility allows the NFT
Broker Service to cross-connect a number of different conferencing vendors with various
blockchain vendors.

Figure 2: Exemplary NFT Broker Service Environment
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According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, an NFT Broker Service
can not only assign NFTs for the recording itself but also provide an NFT for a participant
that attended a meeting. Such an NFT could be used for verification that an attendee was
present at a certain event (such as, for example, a corporate board meeting, a training class,
etc.). Such NFTs may be used as official, certified records of attendance.
Further, NFTs in the future could have a tighter association or full integration with
the digital media. For example, the NFT Broker Service could help with the creation of a
hash value and the validation of a meeting recording, integrating NFTs directly into the
media metadata, and/or integrating the media (or a signature of it) directly in the NFT. The
NFT Broker Service plays a critical role in providing a degree of anonymity and important
functions related to associating an NFT with a meeting recording or other type of digital
media.
It is important to note that a key difference between aspects of the techniques
presented herein and current solutions is that, according to aspects of the techniques
presented herein, a meeting record does not have to be stored on a blockchain. It can
remain stored within a meeting platform (in the cloud, in a video conferencing service
vendor’s environment, etc.). Aspects of the techniques presented herein leverage NFTs as
a method to authenticate the digital media and validate its authenticity, but do not create
an immutable meeting record on the blockchain.
It is also important to note that under aspects of the techniques presented herein the
NFT Broker Service is a customizable framework. It can be configured to handle
interactions between any meeting platform and any blockchain of choice (as illustrated in
Figure 2, above, and as will be discussed in connection with Figure 3, below). Additionally,
such flexibility can apply to any type of meeting or event (e.g., physical, virtual, or hybrid).
Figure 3, below, illustrates elements of two distinct flows that an NFT Broker
Service may provide – a Creation Flow (which is highlighted by the blue lines and step
numbers in the figure) and a Validation Flow (which is highlighted by the green lines and
step numbers in the figure).
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Figure 3: Exemplary NFT Broker Service-based System
Consider the Creation Flow (as highlighted by the blue lines and step numbers in
the Figure 3, above), which may broadly involve five steps, as discussed blow.
In Step 1, a Recording Service provides a list of attributes to an NFT Broker Service.
Such attributes could be set explicitly by the Recording Service administrator or host and
could include information such as a recording Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which
blockchain to use, how many NFT tokens can be minted, transferability options, attendees,
and ownership details. The NFT Broker Service may take the attributes and use them to
create a Smart Contract for the specified blockchain vendor (as depicted in Steps 2 and 3).
The NFT token identifier (ID) and smart contract details are returned first to the NFT
Broker Service (as depicted in Step 4) and then ultimately to the Recording Service (as
depicted in Step 5). It is then up to the Recording Service to embed the token information
in the recording in whatever way that it may choose.
Turning next to the Validation Flow (as highlighted by the green lines and step
numbers in Figure 3, above), the four indicated steps will be described below.
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In Step 1, the recording client is responsible for identifying an embedded token in
a recording. In Steps 2 through 4, to validate the authenticity of the recording the recording
client may take the token and blockchain vendor information from the recording metadata
and, leveraging a smart contract, it can validate whether the token that is embedded in the
recording matches the token on the NFT Broker Service.
Applying the process that was described and illustrated in the above narrative to a
real-world scenario, consider a customer that has just released a new product. The
customer has a number of training materials and video collateral that are associated with
the product. Aspects of the techniques presented herein make it easier and more efficient
to create NFTs for such materials in a secure manner. An administrator or host on the
recording service could specify attributes for creating the NFTs and even the creation of
multiple NFTs. For example, multiple NFTs could be minted – one NFT showing
ownership by the customer, another NFT validating that the training was recorded through
a particular video conferencing service, etc.
With an NFT Broker Service-based system, the creation and validation of NFTs for
any attribute or element related to a recording or other type of media is much easier and it
is also secure. The recording service has access to the content first and can secure the
creation of an NFT using the NFT Broker Service before the recording is made available
to others.
It is important to note that a NFT Broker Service may be hosted by a trusted third
party (e.g., it could be a service that is offered to the customers of a video conferencing
facility) or it may be hosted by a company itself.
The illustrative scenario that was described above may be extended further to focus
specifically on a training session – e.g., a company-internal training session, a live virtual
session, etc. An attendee attribute could be enabled that would send a list of attendees to
the NFT Broker Service. The NFT Broker Service may then create an NFT for each
attendee of the training session. Such an NFT would confirm that the individual attended
the session and could be integrated with their training record or even their profile on an
online employment platform.
One of the principal benefits of the NFT Broker Service is that public consumers
of trainings and other collateral can be sure of the authenticity of the content that they are
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viewing. Unfortunately, more and more digital content is being claimed by others and has
already become a major problem in the digital art world.
As NFTs continue to gain in usage and popularity, bad actors will claim content
that is not theirs or create deepfakes. This means that users will need a way to determine
the authenticity of the media that they are viewing. Such a case is already playing out in
the digital art world where NFT usage is common. Aspects of the techniques presented
herein provide a method to mitigate this problem in an efficient and secure manner for
meeting and collaboration service providers such as, for example, video conferencing
service providers.
Aspects of the techniques presented herein provide a number of benefits. For
example, an NFT Broker Service can interconnect various recording services with a
plurality of blockchain vendors. The can NFT Broker Service receive a number of different
attributes that are defined by an administrator or a recording service itself and can broker
the minting of NFTs based on the received attributes. Certain attributes that have novelty,
such as minting an NFT for each attendee of a training session (e.g., a live virtual session
or even an on-demand recording), may be easily attached to an attendee’s training record
or to their profile on an online employment platform. Further, the NFT Broker Service
provides a validation mechanism for clients wanting to authenticate a piece of content and
defines the original creator of a recording.
In summary, techniques have been presented herein that leverage NFTs in an
innovative and automated fashion as a way to authoritatively designate a video or other
piece of digital technology as the original and to digitally authenticate videoconference
recordings that employ different video conferencing services. Aspects of the presented
techniques support an NFT Broker Service, which provides a customizable framework that
can be configured to handle interactions between any meeting platform and any blockchain
of choice and that may support any type of meeting or event (e.g., physical, virtual, or
hybrid).
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